Using Georgia FIP Web Page Resources to Support Improvement Planning
FIP Session 2: Reflection Guide

1. Review the data for your school that relates specifically to GSAPS Coherent Instruction Structure 3: Use of a balanced blend of assessments. Could using Formative Instructional Practices (FIP) Online Professional Learning benefit your school improvement work? How?

2. Are there any improvement initiatives that you are currently engaged in that are not developing teachers’ capacities to improve student learning outcomes as you anticipated? Do you have data to support this? Do the data warrant other considerations are needed or not?

3. Are there any improvement initiatives that could be identified for selective abandonment so that FIP could be considered and used?

4. Is additional information needed to decide if FIP could assist your improvement efforts? If so, what and who’s assistance would be helpful?

For more information or assistance with FIP Online Professional Learning, contact your SDE Support Specialist or Kelli Harris-Wright, GaDOE at: kharris-wright@doe.k12.ga.us
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